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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigate a new geometry of Paul trap with electrodes in a plane.
These planar ion traps are compatible with modern silicon microfabrication, and can
be scaled up to large arrays with multiple trapping zones. We implement these designs
on printed circuit boards with macroscopic ions, allowing us to study the traps while
avoiding the experimental challenges of atomic ion traps. We discuss the dynamics
of ions in the traps using both numerical and analytical means.
Scalable traps are of interest to the quantum computing community as a potential
implementation of a large scale quantum computer. However, there are concerns
about the low trap depth relative to a conventional trap of the same size. We address
this in three ways, first by introducing a conductive plane above the trap to increase
its depth, then by using a deeper trap with a three dimensional electrode geometry
to load the trap, and finally by loading the trap directly while using a buffer gas to
slow down energetic ions so that the trap can capture them. Also of concern is the
ability of the trap to move ions through arms and intersections. We demonstrate these
movement operations, and study properties of the linear trap including the secular
frequency and geometric factors between planar and four rod traps.
The precision of atomic ion trap experiments makes them sensitive to background
gas pressure at levels that are undetectable to conventional gauges. The capacity for
integrating circuitry and optical elements with the trap could anticipate complete ion
trap experiments performed by a single chip, and a new technology for an integrated
pressure gauge would be immensely useful if the pressure detection can shown to be
feasible and repeatable. In a point planar trap, we observe ion motion to determine
background gas pressure, demonstrating an application that could bring planar ion
traps into much wider use.
Thesis Supervisor: Isaac L. Chuang
Title: Associate Professor of Physics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The first experiments with trapped ions are nearly 50 years old [POF58, WSL59,
Fis59], and ion traps have since proven their value as a tool for isolating a small
number of particles in a controlled environment. These devices have seen widespread
application in precision spectroscopy [IBW87], mass spectrometry [Tod91], atomic
clocks [Fis97], and quantum computation [WMI+98]. Figure 1-1 shows a variety of
Paul trap geometries used in these applications, along with those investigated here.
In this chapter we begin with the short history of the planar ion trap, and discuss
its applications to quantum computing and to pressure measurement. We then briefly
discuss our approach to these applications, and the context in which the analyses and
experiments were performed, and detailing my specific contributions in this thesis
research. We finish with an overview of the structure of this thesis.
1.1 The planar ion trap
In 2005, Chiaverini et al. [CBB+05] proposed a planar Paul trap geometry for ion
trap quantum computing. In the same year, Stahl et al. [SGA+05] proposed a pla-
nar Penning trap geometry for use in precision spectroscopy and controlled particle
interaction. The electrodes in these designs all lie in a plane, and ions are trapped
above the plane of the electrodes [JPM90]. Such planar ion traps can be built using
silicon VLSI technology and thus have the capability to scale to arbitrarily large and
17
Figure 1-1: An assortment of Paul trap geometries. Light electrodes are driven at at
an RF potential V cos(Ωt) and dark electrodes are at RF ground. (a) The original
point configuration, using hyperbolic electrodes. (b) The hyperbolic linear configu-
ration. Both (a) and (b) produce ideal quadrupole potentials in the limit that the
electrodes extend out to infinity. (c) A four rod geometry typical of mass spectrometry
applications. (d) A stacked wafer linear design used in quantum computing applica-
tions. The ground electrodes are segmented to allow DC potentials to be applied. (e)
The linear planar design investigated here. (f) The point planar design investigated
here.
18
complex trap arrays [K+05, KPM+05].
In the five electrode linear planar design shown in Fig. 1-1(e), the center and
outermost electrodes are held at RF ground while the remaining two electrodes are
biased with an RF potential for radial confinement. The point planar design shown
in Fig. 1-1(f) implements the same concept with concentric zones rather than strips.
Either the center electrode or the outermost electrodes can be segmented and DC
biased. In the linear trap, this is useful for axial confinement and shuttling, while in
the point trap it can be used to couple the ions to a test signal or to ions in other
traps.
1.2 Application to scalable quantum computing
In recent years, the quantum computing community has demonstrated the basic build-
ing blocks of a scalable ion trap quantum computer [CZ95, WMI+98, KMW02, Ste04].
The design uses the electronic states of ions trapped in a Paul trap as qubits and ac-
complishes logic gates and state readout by laser-ion interactions. Ions are shuttled
between zones in an array of ion traps to perform two qubit gates between arbi-
trary pairs of qubits. Recent experiments have accomplished state readout [BZ88],
one and two qubit gates [NLR+99, TWK+98], and ion shuttling in straight lines and
through tees [R+02, H+05]. Scaling this architecture up to the many thousands of
qubits necessary for a useful computation, however, will involve significant physics
and engineering challenges.
One of these challenges is to build a many zone ion trap array capable of holding
several thousands of ions in memory zones and moving arbitrary pairs of them to-
gether in interaction zones. The ion traps used for quantum computation are based
on the linear Paul trap [PDM89, Pau90, RGB+92, Gho95]. Current experiments
typically use gold electrodes deposited on two or more alumina substrates with a
geometry similar to that shown in Fig. 1-1(d) [T+00, DHL+04]. Ions are confined
radially to the null axis of an RF quadrupole electric field, while axial confinement
and ion movement operations are accomplished by DC electric fields. While these
19
multiple level traps can be adapted to microfabrication techniques [MHS+04], it is
not clear whether they can be scaled to many zone traps because they require slots
through the trap structure. This will make trap topologies that include loops difficult,
as there will be islands of electrodes that will have to be mechanically supported and
electrically connected.
The primary advantage of the linear planar trap configuration to quantum com-
puting is its scalability to large, multiplexed arrays. Several challenges will have to
be addressed, however, before planar ion traps can be used for quantum comput-
ing. Perhaps the most significant challenge is that planar ion traps have trap depths
that are only of order 1% that of a multiple level trap of comparable dimensions
[CBB+05]. While this is not a problem once the ions are loaded and laser cooled to
near the ground state of the motion, it makes loading from a thermal ion source at
room temperature or above difficult. A second challenge is to show that it is possi-
ble to perform the three basic ion movement operations required to implement the
Kielpinski et al. [KMW02, WMI+98] ion trap quantum computer architecture in a
planar trap: ballistic ion transport in straight lines, splitting and joining pairs of ions
in a single trap, and shuttling ions around corners in intersections. Further challenges
are that optical access for laser cooling is blocked along the axis orthogonal to the
trap substrate, and that ion heating is enhanced first by the close proximity of the
electrodes that is required to achieve a reasonable trap depth, and second by the more
resistive semiconductor materials used for VLSI [YLS06]. We address the first and
second challenges here. The latter challenges are addressed elsewhere [K+05, YLS06].
1.3 Application to pressure measurement
Two limitations on the attainability and usefulness of extreme high vacuum [Red99]
are the outgassing by ion gauges and residual gas analyzers, and the inability of
gauges to read pressures much lower than 10−10 torr. However, pressures below this,
as low as 10−17 torr, have been reported in cryogenic environments using ion and atom
traps as the gauge [G+91, WL95]. Collisions with background gas were undesirable
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sources of decoherence and atom loss in these cases, but by loading a simple ion
trap or array of traps and watching for collisional effects, it would be possible to
measure pressures down to levels limited only by the ions’ collision cross section and
the allowed observation time.
Of course, observing individual collisions is not the only way to determine back-
ground gas pressure using trapped ions. The pressure sensitivity of trapped ion
dynamics was observed even in the first experiments with charged aluminum dust
[WSL59]. At higher pressures, changes in the ion motion can be observed as individ-
ual ions are slowed and cooled by the gas, or as collections of ions undergo transitions
from cloud-like to crystalline states. At still higher pressures, the trap stability is
affected [WO91, NF01]. This variety of sensitivities may make it possible to use a
single ion trap device to measure pressures over ranges as large or larger than any
single gauge available today.
In this application, planar traps have the immediate advantage of mechanical sim-
plicity. In addition, for traps fabricated on silicon we gain the potential for integrated
lasers and microelectromechanical (MEMS) optics, and electronic ion detection and
control systems [KPM+05]. These technologies make an integrated circuit pressure
gauge an encouraging goal for future work.
Just as in the quantum computing application, several challenges will need to be
addressed in order for ion traps in general and planar traps in particular to become a
useful technology for pressure measurement. First among these is finding appropriate
ion species and dynamical mechanisms for measuring pressure in ranges of interest.
Second, we must show that it is possible to carry out these measurements to arrive at
reliable values for pressure, that are not washed out by chronic systematic or random
errors. Third, we must make the loading and measurement processes sufficiently
reliable that they can be performed entirely automatically over long periods of time,
to yield useful results. Finally, the experimental apparatus must be trimmed down
to the barest essentials to allow its use as a self-contained measurement device and
not an experiment in and of itself: a user must be able to insert the gauge into a port
on their system and simply switch it on. We address the first and second challenges
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in this work.
1.4 In this work
We investigate planar ion traps using printed circuit board (PCB) electrodes to trap
macroscopic charged particles in rough to high vacuum environments. We do not cool
our ions, and imaging is accomplished by classical (off resonant) scattering of laser
light. Because these experiments do not require an ultra high vacuum environment,
we are able to achieve a fast cycle time for testing different electrode layouts. In each
case we optimize the electrode geometry to maximize the trap depth, and employ soft
ionization techniques to load the traps.
We demonstrate loading from a conventional four rod Paul trap acting as a reser-
voir of ions. Atomic ions could be laser cooled in the four rod trap before being
transferred to the planar trap to circumvent the problem of low trap depth. We test
trap layouts with segmented center electrodes and segmented outer electrodes, and
have accomplished all three of the movement operations required for the Kielpinski et
al. [KMW02] architecture. While transport, splitting and joining [R+02], and move-
ment through intersections [H+05] have already been achieved in multi-level traps,
this work represents the first realization of these operations in planar ion traps.
We demonstrate loading directly to a point Paul trap in high vacuum. We then
excite and observe the motion of a small number of loaded ions to determine the
background gas pressure, illustrating one mechanism for pressure measurement that
is applicable down to the base pressure of the pumping system. We then compare
these results with measurements using conventional gauge technologies.
1.5 Context and contributions
This work is performed under the supervision of Prof. Isaac Chuang in the Quanta
research group, part of the Center for Ultracold Atoms and Research Laboratory of
Electronics at MIT. The primary goal of this group’s research is to realize implementa-
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tions of quantum information processing, particularly using the ion trap architecture.
In that context, goal of this work with PCB planar traps has been to understand their
operation of the traps on a larger-than-atomic scale in order to guide and facilitate
later research at the atomic scale.
I conducted this thesis work in two stages, focusing at first on showing the fea-
sibility of the planar trap in a quantum computing context, and then investigating
applications of the PCB planar trap in areas other than quantum computation. I was
the first person in our group to begin dedicated research on planar ion traps following
their proposal by Chiaverini [CBB+05], and so constructed many early versions of
the traps with a variety of electrode layouts, loading schemes, and control electronics,
in order to establish reliable procedures for operating the traps. David Leibrandt
then constructed the vacuum enclosure described in Sec. 3, and he and Waseem Bakr
performed the simulations described in Sec. 2.2 and the ion characterization and trap
performance experiments described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. We then published the
work described in Chapters 2 and 3 [PLB+06].1
Meanwhile, I was busy deigning and investigating new PCB planar traps, includ-
ing more complex linear trap arrays, and arrays of point traps like those described
in [SGA+05]. Prof. Chuang suggested that I use the planar trap to measure back-
ground gas pressure in a cryostat while Waseem Bakr simultaneously attempted to
set up an ion trap for strontium-88 in that system. Though I eventually left this
cryostat collaboration, I continued the effort of applying the planar trap to pressure
measurement in a room temperature vacuum environment. The remainder of the
work discussed in this thesis I performed essentially in isolation, with some help from
Stahl [SGA+05] and Prof. Chuang to get started on point trap theory (Chapter 4),
which I then extended in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The development of the experimental
apparatus and method in Chapter 5 and the data acquisition and analysis Chapter 6
is entirely my own work.
1The material in these chapters is copyright c© 2006 The American Physical Society, and is
reprinted here in accordance with the terms of the usage agreement.
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1.6 Overview
This paper proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 offers a general discussion of Paul trap
design, the linear planar trap, and the effects of background gas on ion motion. In
Chapter 3, we present a detailed description of our experimental setup, we characterize
the macroscopic charged particles we use to test the linear trap, and present the results
of our investigation of the linear trap including secular motion and ion movement
experiments. In Chapter 4 we move to the point planar trap with a theoretical analysis
of that configuration. Chapter 5 details the experimental method and apparatus for
pressure measurement, and Chapter 6 discusses the results of this experiment. Finally,
in Chapter 7 we review the results of these investigations and their implications
regarding the application of planar ion traps.
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Chapter 2
Theory: The Linear Planar Trap
In this chapter, we begin with a discussion of ion dynamics in terms of electric po-
tentials and pseudopotentials in Paul traps in general and linear traps in particular.
Next, we explore some simulated linear geometries, using them to determine trap
location, depth, and secular frequencies from specified electrode dimensions. Finally,
we discuss the important influence of background gas on the motion of macroscopic
ions in these traps.
2.1 Linear Paul trap theory
The motion of an ion in a Paul trap is determined by solving classical equations of
motion [Gho95]. For an RF quadrupole electric potential in a linear configuration,
φ(x, y, t) =
x2 − y2
2r20
(U − V cos(Ωt)) , (2.1)
where V and U are the RF and DC voltages applied to opposing electrodes (see
Fig. 1-1) and r0 is the distance from the trap center to the electrode surface in a
hyperbolic electrode trap, the x and y equations of motion take the form of Mathieu
equations:
d2ri
dτ 2
+ (a− 2q cos(2τ)) ri = 0. (2.2)
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Here ri = x or y, τ = Ωt/2 is a scaled time, the Mathieu parameters
q =
2QV
mΩ2r20
(2.3)
a =
4QU
mΩ2r20
(2.4)
are scaled RF and DC voltages respectively, and Q and m are the ion charge and
mass.
The ion motion is stable (i.e., both components of the ion position, x and y, are
bounded in time) for certain regions of the a-q parameter space. In particular, for
a = 0, the motion is stable for 0 < q ≤ qmax = 0.908.
In the pseudopotential approximation, where q  1, the ion motion in the ri
direction can be decomposed into slow, large amplitude secular motion at the secular
frequency ωi and fast, small amplitude micromotion at the RF drive frequency Ω
[Deh67]. For arbitrary RF and DC electric potentials φRF (r) and φDC(r), such that
φ(r, t) = φRF (r) cos(Ωt) + φDC(r), (2.5)
the secular motion is described by the secular potential or ‘pseudopotential’
Ψ(r) =
Q2
4mΩ2
|∇φRF (r)|2 +QφDC(r). (2.6)
Note that the additional factor of Q makes this an electric potential energy. The
pseudopotential for the linear planar trap investigated here is shown in Fig. 2-1.
Using the pseudopotential, we can calculate the ion height above the trap substrate
r0, the secular frequencies ωi in the harmonic region of the potential, and the trap
depth Ψ0. The trap depth is defined as the minimum energy required by an ion sitting
at rest at the trap minimum to escape to an electrode surface or to infinity. If the
escape path is known, then it is simply the difference between the pseudopotential’s
maximum value along that escape path and its value at the trap minimum.
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Figure 2-1: Pseudopotential for a planar ion trap. The particular geometry depicted
is that of the cross trap described in Sec. 3. The pseudopotential is plotted on a
linear color scale as a function of x and y, with blue representing the lowest and red
representing the highest secular potential values. Pseudopotential values higher than
twice the trap depth are truncated for clarity. The ion is located at the origin of the
coordinate system. An RF potential V cos(Ωt) is applied to the red electrodes at the
bottom, a DC potential U is applied to the blue top plate electrode (U = 0 in this
figure), and the black electrodes are grounded.
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2.2 Simulated linear geometries
In order to determine the optimum relative sizes of the trap electrodes, we have
calculated the pseudopotential numerically for the planar trap geometry defined in
Fig. 2-1 over a range of dimensions using a two dimensional finite element electrostatic
package named BELA [Mee04]. Here, wc is the width of the center electrode, wr is the
width of the RF electrodes, wo is the width of the outer electrodes, g is the width of
the gap between the center and the RF electrodes, g′ is the width of the gap between
the RF and outer electrodes, h is the height of a planar electrode which is parallel to
and above the trap electrodes, r0 is the height of the ion above the trap electrodes,
and r1 =
1
2
(wc + wr) + g is a measure of the trap size. We set g
′ = g and wo → ∞,
and varied wc, wr, and h. Note that h→∞ for a true planar trap.
Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show the scaled trap depth d0 and scaled secular frequency fi
defined by
Ψ0 =
Q2V 2
4mΩ2r20
d0 (2.7)
ωi =
QV√
2mΩr20
fi (2.8)
=
qiΩ
2
√
2
(2.9)
as functions of wc/r0 and wr/r0 for h/r1 = 706. Note that d0 = fi = 1 for a perfect
quadrupole trap (Fig. 1-1(b)). In Eq. (2.9) we absorb the factor fi into the Mathieu
qi parameter such that the stability region 0 < qi ≤ qmax = 0.908 is the same for all
trap geometries. We then have a form for the Mathieu q parameter that applies to
traps of any geometry:
qi =
2QV
mΩ2
fi
r20
. (2.10)
Here we have the freedom to define r0 to be any characteristic dimension we wish,
provided we adjust fi appropriately such that the quantity fi/r
2
0 remains constant.
We consider the secular frequency in the harmonic region of the pseudopotential,
where in the case of the linear planar trap it is the same along both axes. This
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Figure 2-2: Trap depth versus electrode widths. The normalized trap depth d0 is
plotted in color as a function of log10(wr/r0) and wc/r0 for h/r1 = 706. The dashed
lines are contours of constant g/r0. Note that the maximum trap depth is obtained
for wc/r0 ≈ 0.5 and wr/r0 as large as possible.
approximation is appropriate when the ions have low kinetic energy compared to the
trap depth.
Using Figs. 2-2 and 2-3, we can design a planar trap to maximize the trap depth
subject to our experimental design constraints. For example, consider a planar ion
trap for 88Sr+. The ion height r0 is set by either the acceptable ion heating rate or by
how tightly the cooling and other lasers can be focused such that they do not scatter
off the surface of the trap. Suppose we pick r0 = 500 µm. The electrode widths wc
and wr should be chosen to maximize the trap depth using Fig. 2-2, subject to the
constraint that the gap between them g must be large enough that the RF voltage
does not induce electrical breakdown. In general, the optimum center electrode width
is around 0.5r0, and the optimum RF electrode width is as wide as possible given
practical considerations such as the capacitance of a large electrode. For our example,
suppose further that g = 0.5r0 = 250 µm and wr = r0 = 500 µm. Figs. 2-2 and 2-3,
then, give wc = 0.58r0 = 290 µm, d0 = 0.0065, and fi = 0.28. At V = 500 V and
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Figure 2-3: Secular frequency versus electrode widths. The secular frequency at zero
ion temperature fi is plotted in color as a function of log10(wr/r0) and wc/r0 for
h/r1 = 706. The dashed lines are contours of constant g/r0.
Ω = 2pi × 10 MHz, this corresponds to ψsec,0 = 0.47 eV and ωi = 2pi × 1.1 MHz.
We have found that by adding a planar top electrode (i.e., choosing h to be finite)
biased at a positive DC potential U we can increase the trap depth by up to a factor
of a 40 for a given RF amplitude and frequency. Figure 2-4 shows a scaled trap depth
d1 defined by
Ψ0 =
Q2V 2
4mr21Ω
2
d1 (2.11)
as a function of the scaled voltage u on the top plate defined by
U =
QV 2
4mr21Ω
2
h
r1
u, (2.12)
for wc/r1 = wr/r1 = 0.6 and several values of h/r1. Note that the trap depth is scaled
differently for this plot than it was for Fig. 2-2. This is because r0 is a logical starting
point for selecting the electrode dimensions, but r1 is the fixed length scale once the
trap is built.
At u = 0, the smallest barrier in the secular potential over which the ion can
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Figure 2-4: Trap depth versus top plate location and potential. The normalized trap
depth d1 is plotted as a function of u for wc/r1 = wr/r1 = 0.6 and several values
of h/r1. For u . 0.2, the ion escapes straight up in the positive y direction; for
0.2 . u . 1, the ion escapes out to the side; and for 1 . u the ion escapes straight
down in the negative y direction. Note that the maximum trap depth d1 ≈ 0.29 is
obtained at u ≈ 1.
escape is in the positive y direction. As u increases, the minimum energy escape path
shifts first to the sides and then to the negative y direction. For a given geometry, the
trap depth increases with u until the minimum energy escape path is straight down
to the center electrode, then decreases with a further increase in u. The maximum
trap depth occurs at u ≈ 1 and is given by d1 ≈ 0.29, or a little more than one
fourth the trap depth of a standard four rod ion trap with similar dimensions. The
secular potential depends only weakly on h/r1 because the effect of nonzero u is well
approximated by a constant electric field in the regime h/r1  1 that we consider.
Note that because the DC potential pushes the ion off of the RF quadrupole null,
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there will be increased micromotion. To first order in a harmonic potential, the
micromotion amplitude is
q∆y/2 (2.13)
where ∆y is the displacement of the ion (located at the pseudopotential minimum)
from the RF null. In practice we envision turning the DC potential on for loading,
then gradually turning it off as the ions are laser cooled. Continuing our previous
example, with a top plate electrode h = 1 cm above the trap biased at U = 100
V, we get a trap depth Ψ0 = 4.6 eV and a micromotion amplitude of 15 µm using
Eq. (2.13). A direct numerical calculation of the classical ion trajectory along the
y axis predicts a micromotion amplitude of 20 µm, confirming that Eq. (2.13) is a
reasonable approximation despite the rather anharmonic nature of the potential.
2.3 Ion motion in background gas
When trapping macroscopic ions in the presence of background gas, the gas exerts a
drag force on the ions that both stabilizes the radial motion and slows down the axial
ion movement operations. It is important to verify that the background pressure in
our experiments is low enough to make accurate assessments of the trap performance.
For small Reynolds number and small Knudsen number,
Re =
2ρx˙R
µ
 1 (2.14)
Kn =
λ
R
 1, (2.15)
where ρ, µ and λ are the gas number density, dynamic viscosity and mean free path,
and x˙ and R are the ion velocity and radius, the drag on a sphere takes the form of
viscous damping
Fdrag = −mγx˙, (2.16)
where m is the ion mass. In this limit the damping coefficient γ is given by Stokes’
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law
γ =
6piµR
m
. (2.17)
However, when the Knudsen number is large compared to 1, Stokes’ law overestimates
the drag because the flow is no longer continuous. We divide Eq. (2.17) by an empirical
slip correction factor
C(Kn) = 1 +Kn
(
1.165 + 0.483e−0.997/Kn
)
(2.18)
to obtain an expression for the drag force which is valid at larger Knudsen number
[KMKP05].
To confirm the applicability of the modified Stokes’ law, we must verify that we
are at small Reynolds number. The micromotion of particles in the traps under
investigation turns out to be
xµ ∼ 0.5 mm cos(2pi kHz t), (2.19)
such that
x˙maxµ ∼ pi m s−1. (2.20)
The viscosity of air is µ = 1.83 × 10−5 Pa s [Bir45], the radius of our particles is
R = 0.22 µm, and the mass density of air is
ρm = m
P
kT
, (2.21)
where T ≈ 295 K, m ∼ 5×10−26 kg, P is the pressure and k the Boltzmann constant.
A high estimate of the Reynolds number is therefore Re ∼ 10−4 P torr−1, which is
small for anything less than atmospheric pressure.
We may be able to make some useful approximations if we know the range of
Knudsen number in which we are working. The mean free path is given by
λ =
1√
2ρσ
, (2.22)
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where the number density ρ is given by the ideal gas law ρ = P
kT
and σ = pid2 is the
collision cross section. In this case the appropriate d is known as the kinetic diameter
[LC01, XYLL00], and for molecular nitrogen and oxygen this is d ≈ 0.35 nm. A
low estimate of the Knudsen number is therefore Kn ∼ 255 torr/P . At pressures of
a few torr and below, we are in the limit of large Knudsen number, such that the
Cunningham slip correction factor Eq. (2.18) reduces to
C(Kn) ≈ 1.648 Kn. (2.23)
We determine the effect of drag on stability by considering a modified dimension-
less equation of motion
d2x
dτ 2
+ b
dx
dτ
+ (a− 2q cos(2τ))x = 0 (2.24)
where the dimensionless drag coefficient
b =
12piµR
C(Kn)mΩ
. (2.25)
A similar equation holds for the y motion. For b = 0, this reduces to Eq. (2.2).
Numerical computations verify that the region of stable trapping in a-q parameter
space grows with increasing b [WO91, NF01]. In particular, the maximum stable
Mathieu q parameter at a = 0 goes from qmax = 0.908 at b = 0 to qmax = 1.05 at
b = 0.45. The drag parameter b is plotted as a function of vacuum pressure p in
Fig. 2-5. At 70 Pa (0.5 torr), b = 0.45 is already less than 1 so air drag has only a
small effect on the trap stability in these experiments.
The speed of ion motion in our shuttling experiments, however, is significantly
affected by drag. The physical reason for this is that the characteristic time for
shuttling experiments is much longer than the characteristic time for stability (1/Ω).
As a simple model, consider an ion starting from rest at z = 0 in a piecewise linear
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Figure 2-5: Drag coefficients describing ion stability and the speed of linear ion
shuttling versus background pressure. The dimensionless drag coefficients b and
c for stability and ion shuttling, respectively, are plotted as functions of the vac-
uum chamber pressure on a log scale. The drag coefficients are computed using
R = 0.22 µm, Q = 5.3× 1017 C = 330 e, m = 4.7× 10−17 kg, µ = 1.83× 10−5 Pa s,
λ = (67.3 nm)(105 Pa/p), Ω = 2pi × 5 kHz, d = 1 mm, and E = 103 V mm−1; which
is appropriate for the cross trap assuming that we are trapping single microspheres.
The circles indicate the values of the drag coefficients at the pressure used in our
experiment.
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axial potential
φ(z) =
 E(L− z) , z < L0 , z > L (2.26)
and suppose we measure the ion velocity when z = L. In this model the length scale L
is of the order of the axial dimension of a control electrode, and the electric field E is
of the order of the electric potential applied to a control electrode divided by its axial
dimension. Drag is important when the dimensionless drag parameter c = γtL & 1
where tL is the time to reach z = L. Here tL is the solution to the transcendental
equation
L =
QE
γm
(
tL +
e−γtL − 1
γ
)
. (2.27)
The dimensionless drag coefficient c is plotted as a function of pressure in Fig. 2-5.
At 70 Pa, c = 4.9 so drag plays an important role in ion shuttling experiments in the
cross trap despite the fact that the trap stability is not affected by damping.
For large damping (c 1), z˙(z = L) approaches the terminal velocity (QE)/(γm).
The drag coefficient γ ∼ 1/C(Kn) ∼ 1/Kn ∼ P , so z˙(z = L) ∼ 1/P . This is
experimentally verified in Sec. 3.3.3, and the relationship γ ∼ P is studied in much
greater detail in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Chapter 3
Experiment: Characterizing the
Linear Planar Trap
The design of a planar trap for use with macroscopic ions involves three main consid-
erations: the ion source, the ion loading mechanism, and the design of the trap itself.
Particle ion sources in common use include electrospray ionization [YF84], laser abla-
tion [KBBH87, BCS89], and piezoelectric particle generation [AF86]. Careful choice
of an ion loading scheme is important because of the low trap depth of planar traps.
The trap described in this chapter is loaded using a four rod trap with a higher trap
depth. Designing the printed circuit board (PCB) containing the trap electrodes in-
volves choosing the electrode dimensions to obtain the desired trap depth, ion height
above the substrate, and secular frequencies; choosing the layout of the control elec-
trodes to allow for performing the desired movement operations; and choosing a PCB
substrate that has a high voltage breakdown threshold, does not accumulate charge
easily, and is vacuum compatible in the case of a trap in a UHV environment.
The discussion in the previous chapter has provided us with appropriate trap
dimensions. In the following sections we will describe the specific trap under consid-
eration and the experimental setup. We will then characterize the trapped ions in
terms of their charge to mass ratio and the trap in terms of the secular frequencies
and ion heights. Finally, we will discuss the performance of the trap in executing
movement operations.
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Figure 3-1: Top view of the trap. Opposing electrodes in straight sections of the
trap are electrically connected, but near the intersection both the outer and center
electrodes are separated to provide finer control. Electrical connections are made via
surface mount headers on the underside. The RF loop at each end helps prevent ions
from leaking out axially.
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3.1 Experimental apparatus
In this section, we discuss the specifics of the trap’s design and construction, our
source of ions, the method for loading the planar trap, the environment used for
performing our experiments, and our methods for measurement and control of ions.
The planar trap under consideration is made up of four straight arms joined at a
cross intersection (Fig. 3-1). It is a printed circuit board (PCB), made using standard
techniques. The electrodes are tin coated copper, and the substrate is GML-1000,
a microwave laminate. The trap is a five electrode design, with outer electrodes
segmented to control the axial potential. Connections to these electrodes are made
on the bottom layer of the PCB using surface mount headers. Most opposing pairs of
control electrodes are electrically connected, but the two pairs nearest the intersection
on each arm are electrically independent for finer control. The center electrodes are
also segmented at the intersection to provide additional control in that region. The
middle three electrodes are all 1.27 mm wide, the electrode spacing is 0.89 mm, and
the outer control electrodes are 2.5 mm long. We do not fully optimize the electrode
sizes as discussed in Sec. 2.2 due to the practical considerations of printed circuit
board manufacture, specifically minimum feature and drill sizes.
Electrospray ionization (ESI) provides ions to the trap. This technique, commonly
used with linear quadrupole filters for mass spectrometry, applies high voltage to a
liquid solution at a sharp tip. Strong electric fields at the tip blow off fine droplets
of solution, and as solvent evaporates from these charged droplets, self repulsion
breaks them up into smaller particles, eventually producing individual charged so-
lute particles. Following [CPK+02a], we begin with a 5% suspension of 0.44 µm
diameter aminopolystyrene spheres. We then prepare a solution buffered to pH =
3.9 to encourage cationization of the amine groups, add methanol to produce a 4:1
methanol/solution mixture, and add the spheres to produce a 0.05% suspension. The
suspension is then placed in a sealed bottle, and pressurized to 50-100 kPa. This
forces the liquid through a 0.45 µm filter to block any clusters of microspheres, and
out the electrospray tip. The tip itself is made from fused silica capillary tubing,
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Figure 3-2: The ESI apparatus. Microspheres suspended in a mixture of methanol
and water are forced from a pressurized bottle, through a 0.45 µm filter and past a
copper wire with +4 kV applied voltage, and out the capillary tip. The charged spray
passes through a mask and into a four rod trap.
which is heated, stretched to produce a neck, and cleaved to produce a 100 µm open-
ing. We apply 4 kV directly to the liquid with a copper wire inserted in the fluid
near the tip (Fig. 3-2). The spray plume from the tip is directed through a grounded
mask and into the end of a four rod trap.
By arranging the rods so that they match the strips of a planar trap, we interface
the four rod trap directly to the planar trap. A slot cut in the side of the PCB allows
us to lower the four rod trap to a point where its trap axis coincides with that of
the planar trap (Fig. 3-3). Mutual repulsion of ions loaded in the far end of the four
rod trap forces them along, eventually pushing them into the planar trap. When
completely full, the planar trap can hold ∼50 ions.
Electrospray ionization must be performed at or near atmospheric pressure, and
experiments on free trapped particles require a vacuum, so we enclose both four rod
and planar traps in a custom built clear acrylic box (Fig. 3-4), and load through
an open side of the box. We perform all loading at atmospheric pressure, then seal
the box shut and carefully pump down. We use a needle valve to control flow rate
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Figure 3-3: Four rod to planar interface. A slot cut in the planar trap allows for a
common trap axis. The large particles form a linear Wigner crystal immediately and
are pushed into the planar trap.
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Figure 3-4: Top view of the vacuum chamber. Ions are loaded into the left side, and
then a flange is screwed into place and the air evacuated slowly. Two green lasers
illuminate the trap axes.
during pumping, since any significant air flow can push ions out of the trap. The
lowest attainable pressure in this enclosure is about 0.10 torr (15 Pa). Green (532
nm) laser light directed along the trap axes illuminates ions by classical (off resonant)
scattering. The ions are clearly visible to the naked eye, and we photograph them
using a zoom lens mounted on a CCD camera.
Also shown in Fig. 3-4 is a metal plate installed above the trap to increase its
trap depth and shield from stray static charge. Machined slots in this plate allow
us to view ions from above, but we can also see them from the side. This slotted
top plate design has the advantage of masking laser scatter, but for more complex
trap topologies it might be easier to use a transparent conductor such as indium tin
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Figure 3-5: Control electronics for the planar trap.
oxide or a thin film of gold [Gor00, GH02, SHKS01]. This could be deposited on a
glass plate or directly on the vacuum window or an imaging optic inside the vacuum
chamber.
The electronics used to generate the RF and DC potentials for the trap are shown
in Fig. 3-5. Frequencies for which the microspheres are stable range from a few
hundred hertz to several kilohertz, depending on the pressure. This is in the audio
frequency (AF) range, but we will continue to refer to it as RF. Since these frequencies
are easily synthesized, we use a function generator as the source, then use an active
high voltage amplifier to reach the target voltage range. A small tickle signal can
be added to the main RF signal before amplification to probe for resonances in ion
motion, allowing us to determine secular frequencies (Sec. 3.3.2). In this design, the
upper limit to RF voltage is set by arcing between RF and ground electrodes, which
occurs at about 400 V amplitude. Typical operating conditions are 250 V and 1.5
kHz.
To provide DC control of the trap’s 48 independent electrodes, we use a board
with 24 digital output channels to address six serial octal digital to analog converter
(DAC) integrated circuits. The outputs of these DAC chips are then amplified to
±20 V, sufficient to axially confine or to move these particles.
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3.2 Ion characterization
Our goal in this set of experiments is to study the properties of planar traps rather
than the ions loaded into them. To be able to draw conclusions about atomic ion
traps from work on macroscopic ions, we must first scale away the charge-to-mass
dependence from measured parameters.
The principal drawback of using macroscopic charged particles to investigate a
trap design is that, unlike atomic ions, these particles are not identical. Electrospray
ionization (ESI) is a soft ionization technique that produces multiply charged ions
with a significant spread in the charge state. The variation in the mass of the mi-
crospheres (≈ 10%) also contributes to broadening the charge-to-mass distribution.
Nevertheless, we are able to keep the Q/m spectrum constant by maintaining constant
electrospray pressure, voltage, capillary diameter and loading parameters.
To measure the Q/m spectrum of the ions, groups of about five ions at a time
were loaded into the four rod trap with Ω = 2pi × 2 kHz and V = 250 V. With
the chamber pressure at 0.5 torr, the RF frequency was lowered while observing the
ejection frequency Ωej of each ion. The charge-to-mass ratio was calculated using the
formula
Q/m =
qmaxr
2
0Ω
2
ej
2V
, (3.1)
where qmax = 0.908 is the value of the Mathieu q parameter at the boundary of the
first stability region of a quadrupole trap. Figure 3-6 shows a spectrum obtained for
178 ions with mean Q/m = 1.17 × 10−8 e/u (elementary charges per atomic mass
unit).
3.3 Trap performance
When damping forces can be neglected, the Mathieu equations of motion of a trapped
ion depend only on dimensionless parameters. It follows that the dynamics of macro-
scopic charged particles, viewed in the appropriate time scale (a micromotion period),
are identical to that of atomic ions, and can be fully explored without the much more
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Figure 3-6: Charge-to-mass distribution of ESI generated ions. The mean Q/m =
1.17× 10−8 e/u and the standard deviation is 0.49× 10−8 e/u.
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demanding experimental requirements of trapping atomic ions [HB93]. We have found
macroscopic charged particle planar traps to be a rapid and accurate test bed for in-
vestigating traps of different geometries (e.g. three electrode, five electrode) and
control electrode layouts (e.g. segmented center, segmented outer electrodes). In
this section, we present the results of an experimental investigation of planar trap
performance using this test bed.
3.3.1 Ion height above trap substrate
A planar trap with a segmented center electrode can be used to control the height of
individual ions above the substrate by applying DC voltages to the electrode segments.
One advantage of such control in a quantum computer is the ability to perform single
qubit gates on different ions using a single stationary laser beam. The laser beam
would have to be parallel to the ion chain but slightly raised or lowered. By changing
the height of individual ions, they can be brought into the path of the beam to perform
single qubit gates.
We measured the height of an ion above the trap substrate using a CCD camera
mounted on a calibrated translation stage. The micromotion of the ion in the y
direction causes the images (which have an exposure time much longer than the
period of the RF drive) to show a streak where the ion is located, so we actually
measured the positions of the top and bottom of the ion motion. Figure 3-7 shows
the average of the positions of the top and bottom of the ion motion as a function of
the DC potential on the center electrode. We measured Q/m for the ion by lowering
the RF drive frequency until the ion became unstable as described in Sec. 3.2. The
expected ion height shown in Fig. 3-7 is calculated using this value of Q/m and a
numerical computation of the pseudopotential.
Figure 3-8 shows the amplitude of the ion motion as a function of the DC potential
on the center electrode. The micromotion is minimized when the ion is located at
the null of the RF quadrupole electric field, which occurs when the potential on the
center electrode is zero. Even without a bias on the center electrode, however, there is
still a substantial amplitude of ion motion because we do not cool the secular motion
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Figure 3-7: Ion height above the trap substrate, r0, is plotted as a function of the
DC potential on the center electrode. The solid line is the expected ion height from
numerical computations of the pseudopotential as described in Sec. 2.2 using the
measured charge-to-mass ratio of the ion.
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Figure 3-8: Ion motion amplitude. The peak to peak amplitude of the ion motion in
the y direction is plotted as a function of the DC potential on the center electrode.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-9: (a) Top view of an ion trajectory from secular resonances with V = 250
V and Ω = 2pi × 2 kHz. Only the center ground electrode is seen in these pictures
because the grounded top plate electrode masks the other electrodes from view. The
width of the ground electrode is 1.27 mm. (b) Transverse mode excited at a drive
frequency of 288 Hz. (c) Axial mode excited at 25 Hz.
of our ions.
3.3.2 Secular frequencies and trap geometric factors
We determine the secular frequency of an ion by adding a Fourier component of
frequency Ωt and amplitude Vt to the RF signal. Typically, Vt is between 0.5 V and
2 V. By sweeping Ωt, we are able to observe a sharp increase in the extent of the
ion trajectory along the direction of the secular mode excited by the drive signal
as seen in Fig. 3-9. Although the drive signal is applied to the RF rods, indirect
coupling of the drive to the axial motion of the ion is sufficient to excite axial modes.
The exact axial secular frequency depends on which trap electrodes are used as end
caps and what voltage is applied to them, but it is typically between 15 Hz and
30 Hz. The transverse secular frequencies are of more interest because they depend
directly on the trap geometry: the geometric factor fi/r
2
0 in Eq. (2.8) depends only on
electrode dimensions and their spacing. We were not able to resolve separate resonant
frequencies for ωx and ωy, which indicates that the ion energy is much less than the
trap depth. Figure 3-10 shows the dependence of the x secular frequency on V and
Ω. Both dependences behave as expected from the pseudopotential approximation.
To confirm the accuracy of our simulations of pseudopotentials in planar traps,
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Figure 3-10: Measurements of the secular frequency versus (a) RF amplitude at a
fixed RF frequency of 1.5 kHz (on a linear scale) and (b) RF frequency at a fixed RF
amplitude of 250 V (on a log scale). The solid lines are fits to Eq. (2.8) with Q
m
fi as
a fit parameter.
we measured the ratio of the geometric factor fx/r
2
0 in the planar trap to that of the
loading four rod trap. The large spread in the Q/m distribution does not allow for
the determination of the geometric factor for each trap separately. However, we can
measure the ratio of the geometric factors of the traps by first measuring ωx of an ion
in the planar trap, then applying a sequence of voltages on the control electrodes to
move that ion into the four rod trap, where ωx is measured again. By doing several
experiments of this kind, we determined the geometric factor ratio to be 0.40± 0.01.
Numerical simulations of this setup were also performed using BELA, giving for this
ratio the value 0.404, which is within the error bar of the experimental result.
3.3.3 Ion movement
Three important ion movement primitives for a multiplexed ion trap quantum com-
puter are shuttling, turning corners and splitting/joining two ions [KMW02]. We have
demonstrated these three operations in planar traps, using our macroscopic charged
particle system.
Figure 3-11 shows a strobe image of shuttling a microsphere in the planar trap at
0.34 torr. The shuttling shown was performed by raising the potential of the nearest
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Figure 3-11: (a) A strobe image showing shuttling of a single ion, taken by modulating
the current to the illuminating laser. The laser is periodically turned on for 2 ms and
off for 5 ms. The ion is moving from left to right; there is a short acceleration period
after which the ion reaches a maximal velocity and then decelerates. This shuttle was
performed by applying a potential of 5 V to the nearest control electrode that is to
the left of the ion. (b) Distance moved by the ion versus elapsed time, fitted with a
spline to guide the eye.
control electrode to the ion. In this case, the speed of the ion and its final position are
determined both by the electrode potential and the drag force on the ion. Figure 3-12
shows how the maximum speed the ion achieves during its motion depends on these
two parameters.
We have also shuttled ions using another scheme where the nearest control elec-
trodes on both sides of an ion are used to create a confining well along the axial
direction. By moving this well along the trap, we have more control over the acceler-
ation, speed, and final position of the ion.
Splitting a pair of ions was performed by using the control electrodes to introduce a
potential hill that pushes the ions apart. The ion spacing is approximately equal to the
axial dimension of one control electrode, so this technique is satisfactory. Typically,
an electrode between the ions is raised to 5 V for separation and lowered back to 0 V
to join them again. For performing two qubit gates with atomic ions, it is desirable
to bring the ions as close to each other as possible, because gates are fastest when
the frequencies of the two axial normal modes of the ions are well separated [SS03].
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Figure 3-12: The maximum speed vmax an ion attains during a shuttling operation
versus (a) the potential uc applied to the nearest control electrode at constant pressure
(0.34 torr) fit to a 3/4 power law (vmax = Au
3/4
c where A = 9.55 cm s−1V−
3
4 ) (b) the
chamber pressure at constant control electrode voltage (5 V). Ion speed is found to
be inversely proportional to the chamber pressure. This behavior is expected for (1)
large Knudsen number and (2) γtL  1 where γ the damping coefficient and tL is
the acceleration time of the ion (see Sec. 2.3). When the damping is low enough such
that (2) no longer holds, the ion speed is expected to reach a pressure-independent
value.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3-13: Turning a corner. The arrows point to the position of the ion (a) before
and (b) after turning the corner. This operation takes about 50 ms.
In that case, the ion spacing is likely to be smaller than the electrode spacing, and
it has been shown that it is advantageous to use the DC electrodes to produce an
electric octopole moment for fast separation [HS03].
Figure 3-13 shows an ion turning a corner in the planar trap. Simulations of the
pseudopotential indicate that there are potential hills in the RF nodal lines in each of
the four arms close to the intersection, with a point node right at the intersection. To
turn a corner, it is necessary for an ion to overcome the hills in both the source and
destination arms. We have used the following pulse sequence to do that: (1) lower
the center electrode of the destination arm to -2 V, then (2) raise a control electrode
in the source arm to 5 V to push the ion over the hill in the source arm. We find
that the ion has enough kinetic energy after traversing the first potential barrier to
also overcome the second one.
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Chapter 4
Theory: The Planar Point Trap
Traps in linear configurations are invaluable for storing, moving and operating on
arrays of ions. However, for experiments that don’t require translation, such as those
studying small crystals or clouds of ions, a more symmetric trap is advantageous.
In a point trap, there is no need to use DC electrodes to confine the ions axially, or
to perform 3D simulations to determine the resulting axial potential. Even in linear
traps where the axial potential has been calculated, dielectric charging in the trap
could distort the axial potential beyond recognition.
In our application of the planar trap as a pressure gauge, we’ll be using small
numbers of ions. The smaller extent and greater symmetry of a point trap will be
useful to keep the ions well localized and in a more accurately known potential.
This chapter will take a different approach to analyzing the point trap than was
used in Chapter 2. Instead of simulating the pseudopotential on a computer, we will
calculate the potential analytically in an idealized limit.
This chapter proceeds as follows: we begin by determining the electrostatic po-
tential at one instant in time, then assume a cosine time dependence and derive the
pseudopotential. We then analyze the pseudopotential to determine trap location,
depth, and secular frequency, and we make use of this information to indicate an
optimal design for the experimental trap. We then give an idea of some typical val-
ues for a realistic experiment, and compare those to values for a conventional three
dimensional linear trap.
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Figure 4-1: Top view of the point planar trap. The shaded region a < ρ < b is at a
potential V cos(Ωt), while the unshaded regions ρ < a and ρ > b are at ground.
4.1 Electric potential
This section follows the discussion in [SGA+05] of a Penning trap in a planar config-
uration. Since a Penning trap uses an electric quadrupole potential to confine ions
axially, the results for such a potential can be carried over directly, considered at one
instant in time, then inserted into the pseudopotential formula to characterize a Paul
trap.
The electrode configuration for the point trap is shown in Fig. 4-1, as seen from
above. The idealizations made in this treatment are that there is no space between RF
and ground electrodes, that the outer ground plane extends to infinity, and of course
that there are no other elements contributing to the potential. For the following
discussion we will use the coordinates (z, ρ) to denote the axial (vertical) and radial
(horizontal) directions, respectively.
The electric potential for z > 0 is given by the expansion
φ(z, ρ) =
∫ ∞
0
A(k)e−kzJ0(kρ) dk, (4.1)
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where the A(k) are expansion coefficients and J0(kρ) is the Bessel function of the first
kind.
At z = 0, the trap surface, the potential is
φ(0, ρ) =

0 , ρ < a
V cos(Ωt) , a ≤ ρ ≤ b
0 , ρ > b
. (4.2)
By imposing these potential constraints, we find that at t = 0
A(k) = V [bJ1(kb)− dJ1(kd)] , (4.3)
where d = b− a.
Inserting Eq. (4.3) into Eq. (4.1) and integrating will give us the potential at any
point in space. If we consider the axial potential,
φ(z, 0) = φ(z) =
∫ ∞
0
V [bJ1(kb)− dJ1(kd)] ekz dk, (4.4)
then the integral can be done analytically to give
φ(z) = V
[
1√
1 + (d2/z2))
− 1√
1 + (b2/z2))
]
. (4.5)
4.2 Pseudopotential
To obtain the pseudopotential along the z axis, we first find
dφ
dz
= V
[
d2(d2 + z2)−
3
2 − b2(b2 + z2)− 32
]
. (4.6)
Inserting this into the pseudopotential formula Eq. (2.6), we obtain
Ψ(z) =
Q2V 2
4mΩ2
[
d2(d2 + z2)−
3
2 − b2(b2 + z2)− 32
]2
. (4.7)
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4.2.1 Trap location and depth
First, we need to confirm that this pseudopotential is trapping, and for what ranges
of b and d the trap exists. Specifically, we are interested in the trap location and trap
depth, which can be investigated by finding pseudopotential maxima and minima.
The derivative of the pseudopotential is
dΨ
dz
= −3zQ
2V 2
2mΩ2
×
[
d2(d2 + z2)−
3
2 − b2(b2 + z2)− 32
]
×
[
d2(d2 + z2)−
5
2 − b2(b2 + z2)− 52
]
, (4.8)
which has a trivial root at z = 0 and other roots at
d2(d2 + z2)−
3
2 − b2(b2 + z2)− 32 = 0 (4.9)
and
d2(d2 + z2)−
5
2 − b2(b2 + z2)− 52 = 0. (4.10)
Rearranging, we find
z0 =
√
b4/3 d4/3
b2/3 + d2/3
(4.11)
and
z1 =
√
b6/5 − d6/5
d−4/5 − b−4/5 . (4.12)
Since b > d > 0 always, both the numerator and denominator in each of the radicals
are always positive, so both roots always exist. Note that when b and d are equal,
b = d =
√
2z0, so the range of physical traps is
b
z0
>
√
2, (4.13)
0 <
d
z0
<
√
2. (4.14)
We may wish to hold z0 constant when designing our trap. Given Eq. (4.11), we
can do this by solving for b in terms of z0 and d, or vice versa. Substituting b˜ = b
2
3
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and d˜ = d
2
3 into the definition of z0, we find that
z20 =
b˜2d˜2
b˜+ d˜
, (4.15)
or
z20 b˜+ z
2
0 d˜− b˜2d˜2 = 0. (4.16)
This is a quadratic equation in b˜ or d˜. Writing b˜ in terms of d˜, then undoing our
change in notation, we obtain
b
z0
=
1
2
√
2(d/z0)2
(
1 +
√
1 + 4(d/z0)2
) 3
2
. (4.17)
Here we have chosen to scale lengths by z0 to emphasize the scale-independence of
the relationship. Since the derivation is totally symmetric under the interchange of b
and d, we can also immediately write
d
z0
=
1
2
√
2(b/z0)2
(
1 +
√
1 + 4(b/z0)2
) 3
2
. (4.18)
Note that since z = z0 is the solution to Eq. (4.9), which occurs squared in Ψ,
Ψ(z0) = 0. (4.19)
Furthermore, since Ψ ≥ 0, z0 must be a minimum in the pseudopotential: it is
therefore our trapping point. After some algebra, we find that
z21 − z20 =
(b2 − d2)(b 43 − d 43 )
b
4
3d
4
3 (d−
4
3 − b− 43 )(d− 45 − b− 45 ) , (4.20)
which is positive for b > d > 0. So, z1 > z0. Since Ψ(z0) = limz→∞Ψ(z) = 0, Ψ(z1)
must be a local maximum.
We can define the trap depth as the difference in pseudopotential between the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-2: Trap depth Ψ0 plotted as a function (a) of d/z0 and (b) of b/z0, for
constant z0, using Eq. (4.17) and Eq. (4.18). The trap depth is scaled by its maximum
value, as discussed in Sec. 4.3. Ψ0 itself scales as 1/z
2
0 .
escape point z1 and the trap point z0:
Ψ0 = Ψ(z1)−Ψ(z0) = Ψ(z1). (4.21)
Since this is a local maximum of a nonnegative function, and therefore positive, a
trap exists for all b > d > 0. Note that for a given b/z0 and d/z0,
Ψ(z) ∝ 1
z20
; Ψ0 ∝ 1
z20
. (4.22)
Trap depth Ψ0 is plotted as a function of b and d, for fixed z0, in Fig. 4-2. The
plots are scaled vertically by the maximum value of Ψ0: see Sec. 4.3. The plots are of
the same function: b and d are interchangeable in every formula in which they appear.
The function is simply plotted over different ranges due to the physical constraint.
4.2.2 Secular frequency
We can expand the pseudopotential to second order about the minimum at z0, ob-
taining
Ψ(z) ≈ 1
2
mω2z(z − z0)2, (4.23)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-3: Scaled secular frequency fz plotted as a function (a) of d/z0 and (b) of
b/z0, for constant z0, using Eq. (4.17) and Eq. (4.18). Note the correlation with scaled
trap depth (Fig. 4-2): both functions reach their maxima at the same points, and
have similar shapes.
where
ωz =
QV√
2mΩz20
fz (4.24)
is the secular frequency in the z direction, and
fz =
3 b
2
3 d
2
3 |b 23 − d 23 | (b 23 + d 23 )2
(b
4
3 + b
2
3 d
2
3 + d
4
3 )
5
2
(4.25)
is the scaled secular frequency from Eq. (2.8). We can then use Eq. (2.10) to compute
the Mathieu stability parameter qz:
qz =
2QV
mΩ2z20
fz. (4.26)
Scaled secular frequency fi is plotted as a function of b and d, for fixed z0, in
Fig. 4-3. As with trap depth (Fig. 4-2), these are the same function plotted over
different ranges. Note the similarity to Fig. 4-2: the secular frequency reaches a
maximum value where the trap depth reaches its maximum.
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4.3 Optimization
Now that we know a trap exists, and a few things about it, what dimensions should
we build the trap to? This will of course depend on the application. One reasonable
goal would be to minimize anharmonic terms in the pseudopotential, while another
would be to maximize trap depth. Here we investigate the latter.
In order to maximize Ψ(z1), we should vary b or d and look for stable points in
the function. However, currently b and d are independent variables, and together
they set a scale for the trap, which we would like to remove. A more natural choice
of scale than either b or d is the trapping height z0. So, making use of Eq. (4.18),
and setting z0 = 1, we can hide this scaling factor without any laborious changes in
notation, provided we put it back in using dimensional analysis once our results are
in hand.
Taking the derivative of the trap depth with respect to b, we obtain
dΨ(z1)
db
=
[
d2(d2 + z21)
− 3
2 − b2(b2 + z21)−
3
2
]
×
[
2d
dd
db
(d2 + z21)
− 3
2 − 3
2
d2(d2 + z21)
− 5
2 (2d
dd
db
+ 2
dz21
db
) (4.27)
− 2b(b2 + z21)−
3
2 +
3
2
b2(b2 + z21)
− 5
2 (2b+ 2
dz21
db
)
]
.
The first factor has a zero at z1 = z0, which never occurs, so is of no concern to
us. Looking at the second factor and using the definition of z1 Eq. (4.10), we can
eliminate the terms proportional to
dz21
db
. That leaves us with the following equation
to solve:
d
dd
db
(d2 + z21)
− 5
2 (2z21 − d2)− b(b2 + z21)−
5
2 (2z21 − b2) = 0. (4.28)
Inserting Eq. (4.18) into Eq. (4.28) and solving numerically, then inserting appropriate
factors of z0, we obtain
b = 3.57668 z0, (4.29)
d = 0.651679 z0, (4.30)
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z1 = 1.95797 z0, (4.31)
fi = 0.471565, (4.32)
(4.33)
and
Ψmax0 = 0.0197034
Q2V 2
4mΩ2z20
(4.34)
= 5.56782× 10−3 q2zmΩ2z20 (4.35)
The planar point trap shown in Fig. 1-1(f) has this optimal scaling.
4.4 Example trap
To illustrate some typical values of the parameters of a point trap, recall the example
from Chapter 2 of 88Sr+ in a trap with r0 = 500 µm and V = 500 V. Choosing the
optimal design for z0 = 500 µm gives us a = 1.46 mm, b = 1.79 mm, and d = 0.33
mm. If we choose to operate at qz = 0.2, then our desired Ω = 2pi× 16.2 MHz, which
gives us a secular frequency ωz = 2pi×1.14 MHz and a trap depth Ψ0 = 0.52 eV. The
pseudopotential for this trap is plotted in Fig. 4-4 (thick curve). The escape path is
to the right on the curve, vertically upward in the apparatus.
By comparison, suppose we operated a linear trap with hyperbolic electrodes
(Fig. 1-1(b)), with a distance from the trap point to the electrodes r0 = 500 µm. We
assume the same ions, V and q. We would then drive with Ω = 2pi × 23.6 MHz, and
the trap would have a radial secular frequency ωx,y = 2pi × 1.67 MHz, and a trap
depth Ψ0 = 12.5 eV. Since the potential for a hyperbolic trap is purely harmonic, the
escape path is to one of the electrodes at r = r0.
The point planar trap therefore has a potential with approximately 2/3 the curva-
ture of a comparable linear hyperbolic trap, but only 1/24 the trap depth. However,
this is a better ratio of 1/100 that the linear planar trap achieves, according to Chi-
averini et al. [CBB+05].
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Figure 4-4: Pseudopotential plot for optimal and sub-optimal traps for 88Sr+. The
thick red line (b = 1.8mm)is the optimal trap, and the other lines are traps with b
scaled up and down by factors of
√
2 and 2, with d computed to maintain z0 = 0.5
mm. Note from Fig. 4-2 that since the Ψ0(b) curve is steeper on the left side, traps
that were scaled down in b suffered more in trap depth. The trap is off the left side
of the plot at z = 0; the escape path is to the right (upward).
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Chapter 5
Experimental Method: Pressure
Measurement with the Point
Planar Trap
Now that we have characterized the point trap from a theoretical standpoint, we can
outline its intended application as a pressure gauge. First, we discuss the mechanism
by which we propose to determine pressure using macroscopic ions, then go on to
describe the experimental apparatus and procedure.
5.1 Pressure measurement
In the movement operations described in Sec. 3.3.3, ion maximum speed was shown
to be inversely proportional to chamber pressure. Furthermore, the displacement of
the ion from its final position decreased monotonically to zero (Fig. 3-11). These fea-
tures are consistent with overdamped motion, and constitute one method of pressure
measurement using these macroscopic ions.
At lower pressures, we would expect the character of the ion motion to change,
and the ion to oscillate about its final position at something close to the secular
frequency before coming to rest. The decay time of this ‘ringing’ should indicate the
background gas pressure. This second method of pressure measurement should be
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useful at much lower pressures that those attained in the linear trap apparatus.
This section proceeds as follows: we begin by describing the transient motion of
an ion in the trap. We then draw from the aerodynamic drag formulas in Sec. 2.3 to
obtain a relationship between the damping time and the pressure.
5.1.1 Damped harmonic oscillator
Ions in the point trap experience a locally harmonic pseudopotential characterized
by the secular frequency, and the drag from the background gas takes the form of
viscous damping. This allows us to write equations of motion for the ions in a damped
harmonic oscillator form. For this analysis we will disregard the actual direction of
the ion motion, calling it simply x.
The forces on the ion are Fnet = Ftrap + Fdrag, where
Fnet = mx¨ (5.1)
Ftrap = −mω2xx (5.2)
Fdrag = −mγx˙. (5.3)
The equation of motion for the ion is therefore
x¨+ γx˙+ ω2xx = 0. (5.4)
Guessing a solution of the form x = Ae−kt, we find that
k =
γ
2
±
√(γ
2
)2
− ω2x. (5.5)
We intend to operate in the underdamped regime, and are interested only in the
exponentially damped component of the solution, and therefore the real part of k:
Re(k) = τ−1 =
γ
2
. (5.6)
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5.1.2 Damping coefficient and pressure
Combining Stokes’ law Eq. (2.17) with the approximate version of the Cunningham
correction factor for large Knudsen number Eq. (2.23), then following the analysis of
Knudsen number in Sec. 2.3 we obtain
γ =
6piµR
1.648mKn
(5.7)
=
6pi
√
2ρσµR2
1.648m
(5.8)
=
6pi2
√
2µd2R2P
1.648mkT
. (5.9)
Modeling the ion as a sphere of density ρm and radius R, we obtain m =
4
3
piR3ρm
and
γ =
9piµd2P
1.648
√
2RρmkT
(5.10)
Inserting this into Eq. (5.6) and solving for the pressure,
P =
1.648 · 2√2RρmkTτ−1
9piµd2
, (5.11)
or collecting all the calculated terms together into a constant β,
β =
1.648 · 2√2RρmkT
9piµd2
, (5.12)
P = βτ−1. (5.13)
5.2 Experimental apparatus
In this section, we discuss the trap’s design and construction in detail, the high
vacuum environment used, and our source of ions and loading method. Our methods
for observation and and control of ions remain largely the same as in Sec. 3, but we
will briefly review these as well.
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Figure 5-1: Top view of the point trap. The segmented ground plane allows for
DC control of ion position within the trap. Electrical connections are made via four
solder pads on the underside. The connecting vias are filled with solder (grey dots)
to maintain the symmetry of the trap electrodes. Four mounting holes allow the
trap to be mounted on standoffs in the vacuum chamber (see Fig. 5-3). This trap was
fabricated on a single board along with many other point traps of varying dimensions,
all laid out in an array; the perforated edges allowed it to be cut out from the array.
5.2.1 Trap materials and dimensions
Like the linear trap, the point planar trap is a PCB made using standard techniques.
Figure 5-1 shows a top view of the trap. The electrodes are bare copper, and the
substrate is Rogers 4350B, a microwave laminate with better vacuum compatibility
than GML-1000. The electrode layout is as described in Chapter 4, with a central dot
at ground, a concentric RF ring, and a large ground plane outside. The ground plane
is segmented into two halves to allow for DC control. Electrical connections are made
by solder pads on the bottom of the board, with vias connecting to the top. To avoid
distortion of the trap potential, the via holes are filled in with solder. The width of
the central dot is 1.5 mm, the width of the RF electrode is 0.76 mm, and electrodes
are separated from each other by 0.18 mm. The entire trap is one square inch. Once
again we do not use fully optimized electrode sizes as described in Sec. 4.3, in this
case because the trap was selected from an array of prefabricated point traps with
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Figure 5-2: Pseudopotential of the point trap used in this experiment along the
vertical central axis. The trap minimum is located at z0 = 0.91 mm, and the escape
point (local maximum) at z1 = 1.6 mm. We estimate a trap depth Psi0 = 3.8 eV in
Sec. 5.2.3.
varying dimensions, as the one with the greatest depth.
Given the widths of RF and ground electrodes and the space between them, we
obtain the theory parameters a = 0.85 mm, b = 1.8 mm and d = 0.94 mm. A plot of
the pseudopotential along the z (vertical) axis is shown in Fig. 5-2. We calculate a
trapping height z0 = 0.91 mm, an escape point z1 = 1.6 mm, and a scaled trap depth
Ψ˜0 =
4mΩ2z20
Q2V 2
Ψ0 = 7.2× 10−3, (5.14)
which is 36% of the optimal value. In Sec. 5.2.3 we discuss the trap depth and secular
frequency, which we infer from the trap’s operational parameters.
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5.2.2 Ion source
Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) provides ions to the trap. This
technique involves the use of laser ablation, where short pulses of intense laser light
heat a small patch of material and vaporize it. The material exits in a plume per-
pendicular to the surface, consisting of neutral and ionized species of varying size,
and free electrons. MALDI makes use of a matrix of material in which the particles
of interest (analyte) are suspended [KBBH87, BCS89]. The purpose of the matrix
is to absorb the majority of the pulse energy and evaporate, freeing ionized but un-
damaged analyte particles in the process. The presence of acids, bases or salts in the
matrix assist in chemically ionizing the analyte particles in much the same way as in
ESI. This technique is widely used in the mass spectrometry of proteins and other
sensitive biomolecules.
Our ablation light source is a ContinuumMinilite II Q-switched neodymium: yttrium-
aluminum-garnet (YAG) laser, frequency tripled from 1064 nm to 355 nm. Its output
energy is 8 mJ per pulse, and the pulse width is ∼4 ns. Our analyte particles are
the same 0.44 µm diameter aminopolystyrene microspheres as used in Chapter 3.
Following [CPK+02b], we add the microspheres to a saturated solution of picolinic
acid in water, and air dry the mixture on our target. The resulting matrix is brittle
and porous, and breaks down easily when subjected to focused pulses from the YAG.
We can obtain ions in the trap even when the YAG is in a low energy alignment
mode with 0.5 mJ pulse energy, particularly with a fresh target. However, in this
experiment we operate at the full energy of 8 mJ to increase the yield of ions per
pulse.
In this experiment we load directly into the planar trap without using a four rod
trap for delivery. Ablated material can and does contaminate the trap surface, but
the area of exposed dielectric is small compared to that in the linear trap, the amount
of material produced by ablation is small compared to that produced by ESI, and
there is no conductive liquid to short trap electrodes together. Furthermore, since
MALDI can be performed at any pressure, we have no need to interface to an ion
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source outside the vacuum chamber.
5.2.3 Trap environment and operating parameters
Figure 5-3 shows the experimental apparatus. The vacuum chamber is a Kimball
Physics spherical cube, sealed with O-rings rather than copper gaskets to facilitate
opening and closing the chamber when necessary. It will turn out that this does
not limit the chamber base pressure. The YAG laser enters from the right, passing
through a lens that focuses the beam onto the target, on the left side of the chamber.
Classical (off resonant) scattering from a green (532 nm) diode laser is once again
used to illuminate ions: this green beam passes underneath the ablation target from
the left and skims the trap surface. We place a top plate above the trap, held at
ground, the primary purpose of which is to shield from stray fields and increase trap
depth. Electrical connections pass through a feedthrough underneath the trap, and
a vacuum pump system is attached via the top flange. The electronics are identical
to those used in Chapter 3 (see Fig. 3-5). In each of these experiments, we operate
the trap at an RF amplitude of 400 V and a (linear) frequency of 1 kHz. Potentials
on DC electrodes vary from 0-10 V.
Since the ion charge Q was not determined in this experiment, we do not know the
actual trap depth or the Mathieu parameter q. However, we can proceed if we assume
a reasonable value of q = 0.2. We then use the known mass of a single microsphere
m = 4.7× 10−17 kg, our applied voltage V = 400 V and frequency Ω = 2pi × 103 Hz,
to infer a charge Q ≈ 11 e, a charge to mass ratio Q/m = 4.0 × 10−10 e/u, a trap
depth Ψ0 = 3.8 eV, and a secular frequency ωz = 2pi × 70 Hz. We should not expect
the charge or charge to mass ratio of our ions to be the same as in Sec. 3.2, since we
use a different method of particle generation and charging.
5.2.4 Measurement and control
Windows are attached to the remaining four sides of the cube to admit laser light and
allow observation with cameras. A custom made lens system with a magnification
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Figure 5-3: Photograph of the experimental apparatus. The ablation beam enters
from the right to hit the target on the inside left. A green laser beam passes under
the target to illuminate ions above the trap surface. Connections to vacuum and
electronics are made at the top and bottom, and ions are viewed along the remaining
axis. The trap is oriented such that applied DC voltages will kick ions to the left or
right, perpendicular to the viewing axis.
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Figure 5-4: Vacuum system for the point trap. Two gauges provide pressure reference
values, and a leak valve allows the pressure to be raised for loading or venting.
of approximately 2.75 attached to a 30 frame per second CCD camera is pointed in
one of the remaining sides to record ion motion. This is a higher magnification than
used in Chapter 3 and allows us to resolve ∼ 15 µm features. The trap is oriented
with the cut in the ground plane parallel to the camera axis, such that applied DC
voltages will cause motion perpendicular to this axis.
A block diagram of the vacuum system is shown in Fig. 5-4. The chamber has
two wide range gauges nearby to serve as a pressure reference, and is attached by
a 75 cm hose to the pump station. The station contains a roughing pump and a
turbomolecular pump, and a leak valve allows us to admit small amounts of air to
raise the pressure in the chamber when necessary. The base pressure of this system
is approximately 3 × 10−5 torr, and seems to be limited by the effectiveness of the
seals near the pump and the pumping rate through the hose.
Though MALDI works at any pressure in that it produces ions in a plume from
the target, those ions will not be trapped unless they lose energy. For that reason
we do not load at the base pressure, but raise the pressure to the 10−2 − 10−1 torr
range, and pump down further after loading [CPK+02b, PCC04]. This pressure range
is chosen because it is high enough to slow the ions for trapping, but not so high as
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5-5: Side-view photographs of ions loaded into the point trap. (a) The ions
tend to form an arc above the trap surface. Laser scatter from the trap surface is
visible as a horizontal line. (b) We can trap both positive and negative ions at the
same time, and distinguish them by applying DC fields. Here many positive ions for
a bright arc, and two fast-moving negative ions are also faintly visible (circled). (c)
Ions trap both inside and outside the RF ring. This view from slightly above the
plane shows an ion inside and two ions outside the ring (circled). Laser scatter makes
the trap electrodes visible, and reflections of the ions can also be seen in the polished
surface.
to cause arcing between the trap electrodes or to significantly increase the settle time
of the ablation plume. To load, we typically fire a train of 3-5 pulses at a rate of
10-15 Hz. This pulse train is fast enough to hit particles multiple times before they
leave the beam path and settle onto the trap surface, and seems to increase ion yield
compared to the same number of pulses spaced far apart.
When loading the trap, we notice that ions tend to form an arc over the center
electrode (Fig. 5-5(a)). After many loads, when stray electric fields have begun to
build up, we see only part of the arc as ions are pushed to one side of the trap
region. Sometimes we see two crystals at opposite ends of the trap, and by applying
DC potentials and observing the displacement of these crystals we find that the one
is made up of positive ions and the other made up of negative ions (Fig. 5-5(b)).
Negative ions are typically rarer than positive ions in this apparatus. We also find
ions present between the RF ring and the outer ground plane (Fig. 5-5(c)): if many
ions are captured here, they form an outward-pointing arc.
Once the trap is loaded, we get rid of any ions we do not want, such as those
trapped outside the RF ring, or any negative ions. We try to obtain a small crystal of
just a few (2-4) positive ions. We pump down to the turbo base pressure, and apply
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a regular sequence of alternating step-function voltages on the DC electrodes, to kick
the ions to the left or right and induce the transient ringing motion. This motion
is recorded by the camera, and the pressure values displayed by the two gauges are
recorded simultaneously. We shut off both pumps to eliminate vibrations, a source of
ion heating, and slowly leak air into the chamber in order to record the ringing motion
over a range of pressures. Once we reach pressures of 5 × 10−2 torr and higher, the
damping time is so fast that the camera is unable to track it, so we stop and either
pump down or reload to repeat the experiment.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results: Pressure
Measurement with the Point
Planar Trap
Measurements described in Sec. 5.2 were carried out in eight separate runs. In each
run, a few (2-4) positive ions were present in the trap, organized into a loosely spaced
crystal, and the ions exhibited transient oscillations when step potentials were applied
to the DC electrodes. Each run applied between 15 and 40 such step potentials. Due
to the large volume of data collected, only representative plots and figures will be
given here. A review of the complete data sets for each of the eight experiments can
be found in Appendix A.
This chapter proceeds as follows: we begin with a discussion of the analysis of
the frame data. This analysis produces widths and heights of the collection of ions
as a function of frame number (time). We then discuss the fitting of this size data
to extract decay time constants. From these decay time constants we calculate the
pressure, and compare the calculated pressure to that measured by the gauges. We
then compare disparate pressure gauge readings to each other in an attempt to find a
best value of pressure, against which we can compare our calculated values. Once this
best value is obtained, we finish with a study of the correlation between the pressure
calculated from ion motion and that indicated by the gauges, and discuss the results.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6-1: Sequence of three images of the motion of two trapped ions. Levels have
been adjusted to aid viewing. (a) Ions are at rest just before a step potential is applied.
(b) Ions are executing large amplitude oscillations about a new equilibrium point just
after the step potential is applied. (c) Ions are at rest at the new equilibrium point
after a few seconds.
6.1 Processing of video frames
The eight ringing experiments produced a combined total of 1.23 GB of video data.
Converting this video into image frames is a relatively simple task in MPlayer1, and
we are then left with a sequence of ∼125,000 images. Figure 6-1 shows three such
images: the first is just before a DC potential kick, the second just after, and the
third some time after. It is clear from the video data that the ions are executing the
kind of damped oscillations that we wish to see, and obtaining the time constants is
just a matter of digesting the information appropriately.
Note that the ions appear smeared out in Fig. 6-1(b). Recall from Sec. 5.2.3 that
we calculated a secular frequency ωz = 2pi × 70 Hz: the ringing oscillations occur at
this frequency, whereas the camera frame rate is 30 Hz. Since the frame time is longer
than the oscillation time, we will only see the exponentially damped envelope. This
will be useful later, since we can safely ignore the ringing motion when performing
our fits.
While it is appealing in principle to determine the amplitude of motion of each
individual ion in the trap, in practice the ion trajectories often overlap in these frames,
particularly during the most critical large amplitude oscillations. At times this makes
the ions indistinguishable even to a human observer, and therefore hopeless for a
1http://www.mplayerhq.hu/ Copyright c© 2000-2006 MPlayer team
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6-2: Processing of a video frame into width and height data. (a) The raw
frame is extracted from the video sequence. (b) The image is cropped to remove
areas with trap scatter, and a threshold is applied to separate ions from background.
(c) Black edges are trimmed from the image, and the dimensions of the result are
proportional to the dimensions of the ion crystal.
computer algorithm. We instead choose to look at the entire extent of the crystal,
observing its return to equilibrium size after a potential kick. Since this does not
affect the damping time constant, the treatment is just as valid.
Starting with a raw video frame, we use the command line image processing
utility ImageMagick2 to apply a threshold to the image, separating light areas from
dark. We then crop the image to remove areas with scatter from the trap surface.
Finally, we trim away the dark edges, resulting in image that has the same height
and width as the crystal at that instant. Figure 6-2 illustrates this process. Once this
image processing is complete, we can extract the height and width from the header
information of the processed image files. We then plot the height and width versus
frame number, and typically get something resembling Fig. 6-3.
6.2 Analysis of height and width data
With the numerical height and width data in hand, we may begin fitting to sections of
the data that show exponentially damped behavior. The DC step potentials are timed
at 15 second (450 frame) intervals. We start the fit at the peak of the motion, and fit
between 10 and 400 frames. The thresholding operation introduces some noise onto
the data in addition to any noise on the ions’ motion itself, and at times the ringing
2http://www.imagemagick.org/ Copyright c© 1999-2006 ImageMagick Studio LLC
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Figure 6-3: The height and width of each processed frame are plotted versus frame
number. The images in Fig. 6-1 are taken from this region. The camera operates
at 29.97 frames per second (NTSC), and one pixel is approximately 2.4 µm in the
image plane. The former scale is important for the analysis; the latter is not. We
fit a decaying exponential plus a constant to appropriate sections of this data, and
discard all fit information except the time constant.
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damps out so fast that there are only a few frames between maximum amplitude
oscillations and rest. For these reasons, the fits sometimes have difficulty converging.
We therefore try each fit several times with different numbers of data points in the
fit. We also constrain the fit to reasonable values of amplitude, background level,
and time constant. When the fitting is complete, we discard those fits that didn’t
converge or that violated the constraints, and combine the results together with their
uncertainties to get a best value for the time constant. An uncertainty in this best
value is derived from the spread in the time constants from different fits.
6.2.1 Pressure data
Having obtained a set of time constants, we can convert them to pressures using the
parameter β (Eq. (5.12)),
β =
1.648 · 2√2RρmkT
9piµd2
. (6.1)
Here we use the properties of the microspheres (R = 0.22 µm, ρm = 1050 kg m
−3) and
of the gas (T = 295 K, µ = 1.83× 10−5 Pa s, d = 364 pm) to obtain β = 2.35× 10−4
torr s. We then calculate P = βτ−1 and plot these results along with the measured
pressures. Figure 6-4 shows one such plot.
There are several things to note from this graph. First, some values of the calcu-
lated pressure are clear outliers: their far off values are accompanied by huge uncer-
tainties. Such points are where the fitting algorithm had the most trouble. Second,
the pressures exhibit a clear upward trend as the chamber is vented. Third, the be-
havior of the pressure gauges seems quite bizarre. They do agree somewhat with the
calculated pressures at the higher end, but they disagree greatly with the calculated
values, and with each other, and apparently with themselves, at lower pressures.
To understand what is going on here it’s necessary to understand a bit about how
these pressure gauges work. Each is a ‘wide range’ gauge, designed to cover as many
orders of magnitude as possible. In order to claim accuracy as they do over ranges
from 10−9 to 102 torr, they combine a cold or hot cathode ion gauge, sensitive to low
pressures, with a Pirani gauge that is accurate at higher pressures. The jumps seen
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Figure 6-4: Sequential measurements of pressure as the trap chamber is slowly vented.
Red dots and blue crosses are the values calculated based on ion ringing. Green and
orange triangles are values reported by two wide range pressure gauges mounted right
next to the trap (and each other). The jumps in reported gauge pressures are due to
the gauges switching from ion gauge mode to Pirani mode.
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in Fig. 6-4 are the transition points between the two modes in each gauge. Evidently,
the ion gauges are not particularly well calibrated at the high end of their range.
In order to get some useful comparison between the calculated and ‘actual’ pres-
sures, we perform a side experiment in which we compare readings of these two gauges
with those of a third gauge that was not available for the ringing experiment.
6.2.2 Pressure gauge cross-calibration
The procedure here is quite simple: we connect three different models of wide range
pressure gauge (Leybold IONIVAC ITR 90, Edwards WRG-S-NW25, and Alcatel
ACC 1009) at the same point in the vacuum system, and vary the pressure while
recording the value displayed by each gauge. Pressures are shown plotted against
time in Fig. 6-5.
There is essentially no agreement between the gauges in the lower ranges. How-
ever, the Alcatel gauge does not show the jumps that the other gauges show, which
may indicate that it is more accurate. Regardless of whether this gauge is in fact
more accurate, a single smooth pressure curve is what we need to make comparisons
to the ringing calculations, so we will attempt to reconstruct it using the data col-
lected in Fig. 6-5. Figure 6-6 shows the Leybold and Edwards gauge readings versus
the Alcatel reading. By fitting analytical curves to this data, we can use the readings
from either of the two gauges in the ringing experiment to reconstruct the reading of
the Alcatel gauge. The Leybold curve turns out to be easier to fit, and we obtain
log10(PA) =

−1.57 + 1.02 ln(log10(PL) + 4.50) , −4.5 < log10(PL) ≤ −3.53
−1.6 , −3.53 < log10(PL) ≤ −1.71
0.086 + 0.985 log10(PL) , log10(PL) > −1.71
.
(6.2)
This will give us a good value of the Alcatel gauge’s expected reading only to the
extent that the curves in Fig. 6-6 are reproducible from day to day.
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Figure 6-5: Readings of three different pressure gauges of the same pressure, plotted
vs. time. Horizontal gaps are dead time between experiments; vertical gaps are
significant, indicating a jump between modes. Note that all three gauges are in fairly
good agreement while in Pirani mode (up to the 102 torr range, where Piranis become
unreliable). The pressure is not varied in any very regular manner, so the shapes of
the individual curves are not significant.
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Figure 6-6: Data from Fig. 6-5 plotted again, treating Alcatel reading as the inde-
pendent variable.
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Figure 6-7: Pressure measurements and calculations from Fig. 6-4, with the addition
of the reconstructed Alcatel gauge reading (black diamonds). Since the Leybold
reading is used to calculate the Alcatel reading according to Eq. (6.2), fluctuations
on the former show up on the latter.
6.3 Statistics
Figure 6-7 shows the data from Fig. 6-4 with the calculated Alcatel reading added
in. To understand the agreement between the values, we perform two fits per data
set, comparing the pressures calculated from ringing against the calculated Alcatel
reading. First, we make a zero parameter fit, f(x) = x, and the goodness of this fit
χ2ν,0 (reduced chi squared) indicates the degree of agreement between the values when
no adjustments are made. Values close to 1 indicate the best agreement: larger values
indicate either worse agreement or underestimated error, while values considerably
less than 1 indicate overestimated error or too many fit parameters in the model. Then
we perform a one parameter fit, f(x) = Cx, and χ2ν,1 here indicates the agreement
between the values if we allow the scaling to float. This is equivalent to modifying
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Expt. ν χ2ν,0 C χ
2
ν,1
A 20 10.6 0.786 6.31
B 37 216 0.379 10.7
C 29 44.5 0.730 19.7
D 26 0.222 0.984 0.220
E 40 3.61 0.822 2.34
F 20 4.09 0.673 2.00
G 27 1.73 1.06 1.71
H 15 4.30 0.862 4.20
(a) Width
Expt. ν χ2ν,0 C χ
2
ν,1
A 20 3.93 0.887 3.44
B 37 324 0.406 11.4
C 31 43.8 0.510 1.91
D 25 0.676 0.915 0.639
E 33 6.10 0.751 3.49
F 15 4.20 0.638 1.55
G 12 11.9 0.270 3.72
H 12 11.7 0.470 7.23
(b) Height
Table 6.1: Results of fits of pressure data derived from ringing against reconstructed
Alcatel gauge reading. ν is the number of points in each fit, χ2ν,0 is the goodness
of fit for the zero parameter fit, and C and χ2ν,1 are the parameter and goodness of
fit for the one parameter fit. The values for (a) the width data and (b) the height
data are comparable in most cases, except where there is considerable difficulty with
exponential fit convergence and many values have to be thrown out (Experiments G
and H, height).
Eq. (5.13) with an additional constant
P = Cβτ−1, (6.3)
then using a calibration to determine the parameter C empirically. The extra degree
of freedom invariably gives better agreement, but how much χ2ν improves and how
uniform the fit parameter C turns out to be from experiment to experiment can tell
us something about possible systematic errors.
Fit parameters and goodness of fit are presented in Table 6.1. To get an idea of the
repeatability of these experiments, we combine all the data together and plot versus
measured pressure (Fig. 6-8). If ion size or other parameters change appreciably from
one experiment to the next, that will affect the trend of the combined data. By
performing the same fits here as were done on the individual experiments, we obtain
the results given in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6-8: Combined pressure data with zero and one parameter fits shown. Fit
results are given in Table 6.2. Error bars are not shown to reduce clutter.
ν χ2ν,0 C ± σC χ2ν,1
399 59.76 0.4847 ± 0.0037 9.828
Table 6.2: Fit values for combined pressure data.
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6.4 Discussion
It turns out that the data pressented from Experiment B in Fig. 6-7 has the worst
agreement with gauge pressure, but that even so the calculated values agree with the
gauge pressure as well as any of the gauges agree with each other. Plots of pressures
for the other experiments are presented in Appendix A, and as indicated by Table 6.1,
some show very good agreement with the gauge pressure.
Calibrating against a known pressure and then using that value to set the scale
for the remaining measurements may be prudent if we are in doubt about any of
the constants in Eq. (5.13). For example, we may be unsure of the actual size of
the trapped ions R, since we could trap clusters of spheres, or microcrystals of the
picolinic acid matrix. We also might be uncertain about the ‘diameter’ d of a gas
molecule, particularly if the gas is of unknown composition: since this parameter
occurs squared, the accuracy of the pressure is particularly sensitive to it.
While many of the χ2ν values we obtain here are not impressive, there is much
that can be done in further experiments to improve precision. The random error in
the calculated pressure values is dominated by the error in the fit parameter; the
difficulty of fitting to the height and width data was discussed in Sec. 6.2, but is due
to three main issues.
First, the ions do not remain completely still between kicks: quiescent secular
motion can cause the crystal size can vary by as much as 100 pixels (240 µm). Stray
electric fields seem to have a considerable effect on this: after the trap has been
cleaned, ions tend to move all around the trapping region, but after many loads have
accumulated some dust on the trap surface and charge on exposed dielectrics, the
symmetry is broken and ions tend to move around much less, remaining pinned to
one side of the trap.
The second contributor to the noise is the camera frame rate. The ringing curves
we obtained typically had only a few points of large amplitude motion, making it
difficult to determine the shape of the curve. Faster data acquistion would be very
helpful, either using a faster frame rate camera or another measurement scheme such
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as a slit mask imaged by a photodiode or photomultiplier tube.
The third noise contribution is from the data processing. The image data was
stored on computer in real time, which is a very resource intensive task. The com-
puter reduces the quality of the frames in order to keep up, introducing significant
compression noise. This noise not only blurs out features of the ions, but can some-
times cause artifacts in dark areas of the picture. In order that the threshold operation
does not pick up these bright spots, the threshold value must be increased, but this
makes it more difficult to catch dim, fast moving ions, introducing additional noise
at lower pressures. These issues could be helped either by devoting more computer
resources to the data acquisition, or by increasing the contrast of the ions with the
background.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented two types of planar ion trap, and using printed
circuit boards and macroscopic particles to realize each, have demonstrated their
operation and potential applications. We have addressed the challenges of ion loading
in two ways, and our experiments in the linear trap constitute the first experimental
demonstration of the basic ion movement operations in a planar geometry.
The challenge of loading ions into the linear trap was solved by coupling a tra-
ditional four rod trap to the planar trap. Ions with high kinetic energies were first
loaded into the linear trap, and then oﬄoaded into the planar trap, circumventing
the relatively low trap depth and keeping the trap substrate clean. This method
allowed us to load the planar trap with the efficiency of loading a traditional three
dimensional linear trap.
We have also found that the addition of a charged conductive plane above the
trap can be used to increase the trap depth at the cost of displacing the ions from
the RF null. Though the latter is undesirable for atomic ion traps, the factor of 10
increase in trap depth can be immensely helpful while loading such traps, and the
potential can then be lowered to reduce micromotion.
We were able to perform controlled movement of ions in the planar trap despite the
low trap depth, and have performed the fundamental movement operations required
for a multiple zone architecture: translation of single ions, splitting and joining chains
of ions, and navigating around corners and through intersections. Before this work,
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the potential at a cross intersection was thought to be too unstable to allow ions
through.
Since we can use planar traps to produce a wide range of geometries, we then
studied one useful geometry, the point design, for studying small collections of ions.
We derived some useful analytical formulas for trap depth, secular frequency and
optimal trap dimensions.
We addressed the challenge of planar trap loading again using a different tech-
nique, direct loading with MALDI. Though loading directly is less efficient than load-
ing through a four rod trap, the implementation is more compact and much simpler
to implement. The low trap depth was compensated by slowing the ions with buffer
gas during loading and then pumping down for experiments.
We derived a simple relationship between pressure and a parameter of ion motion,
the decay rate of damped secular motion. This relationship is affected by only two ion
or trap dependent parameters; the ion radius and mass (or in this treatment, the ra-
dius and density). Other parameters depended on gas composition and temperature,
which are considerations common to nearly all methods of measuring low pressures.
We then applied this relationship to determine pressure in a vacuum of 4×10−5 torr
to 5 × 10−2 torr. Assuming that we loaded single microspheres, we achieved results
that agreed with conventional gauge measurements with reduced chi squared χ2ν,0
values ranging from 0.222 to 324 with a median value of 5.20, with no experimental fit
parameters required. When all the data was combined, we obtained a zero parameter
χ2ν,0 = 59.76. Adding a single fit parameter (which also eliminates the single sphere
assumption) decreased this value to χ2ν,0 = 9.828. Even in those experiments where
χ2ν,0 > 40, the accuracy was no worse than that of the gauges we employed as a check.
Planar ion traps are already emerging as a technology of major importance to
quantum computing, with efforts underway to further miniaturize and integrate the
design to a true chip trap [KPM+05]. These design efforts make the planar trap an
appealing technology for wider application, including the implementation as a pres-
sure gauge studied here. The adaptability of the planar ion trap design is its greatest
asset, and these traps show promise to adapt to new and widespread applications in
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the coming years, just as ion traps in general have done since their inception.
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Appendix A
Pressure Measurement Data
A.1 Frame by frame
This section contains all frame data for all experiments. Each frame is cropped, a
threshold applied, and then trimmed so that the size of the resulting image is the
extent of the ions. The heights and widths of the processed frames are then read in
and plotted.
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A.2 Pressures
Once the frames have been processed into heights and widths, a decaying exponential
plus constant is fit to each region where ringing occurs. The kicks that induce ringing
are evenly spaced 15 seconds (about 450 frames) apart. The exponential decay time
constants from these fits are then inserted into Eq. (5.13) to produce these plots.
Also on these plots are the readings from the Leybold and Edwards gauges. Since
neither of these gauges is accurate in the region under investigation, the reading that
the Alcatel gauge would show is calculated from that of the Leybold gauge. This
calculation is based on a fit of Leybold pressure vs. Alcatel pressure as described in
Sec. 6.2.2.
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